Instructional Guide for Reading Your Water Meter
NEPTUNE E‐CODER R900i

Photo 1 showing Reading

Meter Number

Photoelectric Eye
Thousand Gallons reading
for billing purposes
Reading in Gallons
Decimal Point

For example, the current reading on this
meter would be 0000000.19 gallons

Photo 2 showing Rate

Leak Indicator Faucet Icon will either
be on solid or flashing here

Rate of flow indicated in
Gallons per Minute

To read a Neptune E‐Coder water meter:
1. Shine a flashlight on the photoelectric eye (look for the flashlight symbol) to activate the
screen. The screen eventually will begin to flash between “Reading” and “Rate”.
2. The “Reading” is all water that has passed through the meter in its lifetime – measured in
gallons. This is the reading used for billing purposes. Charges are based on units of 1,000 gallons
of water used. Be sure to look for the decimal point when reading (see Photo 1). You can
calculate how much water is used in a given period by recording the reading at the beginning of
the period and at the end of the period. The total water used during that period is:
End reading – Beginning reading = Total water used during that period in gallons.
Example for a Residential Service:
Initial reading collected on 4/1/2013: 005234.12 gal
Second reading collected on 5/1/2013: 009438.23 gal
9438.23 gal ‐ 5234.12 gal = 4204.11 gal water used between 4/1/2013 and
5/1/2013. This calculates to be 4,204.11 gallons used during this period. Note that for billing
purposes the amount of water used in gallons is rounded down to the nearest 1000 gallons so
4,204.11 gallons becomes 4,000 gallons billed.
3. The “Rate” is the amount of water (in gal /min) that is passing thru the meter at that moment.
The ”Rate” can be used for leak detection: if all water in the building is shut off and a rate is
observed this means that water is flowing through the meter. Since all water is shut off there
must be leaking somewhere in your system.
4. There is a leak indictor faucet icon (see Photo 2) built into this meter, that will either be on solid
or flashing indicating that there has been a leak detected. The solid faucet indicates a
continuous leak occurrence over the last 24 hrs. Check the last digit on your screen to see if it is
incrementing. If so, check your interior and exterior faucets, the valves in your toilets, and look
around the exterior of your home for signs of surface water. The flashing faucet indicates an
intermittent leak occurrence over the past 24 hrs. Check your interior and exterior faucets and
the valves in your toilets to see if leakage is occurring.

NEPTUNE NON-RADIO READ

The most convenient way to monitor your water usage is to read the
water meter. The meter pictured on this page is similar to the one installed
inside your home. The meter is usually located inside the house along an
outside wall, normally where the water comes into your home. Read the
6 digit numbers from left to right as you would a car odometer. (The final
digit “zero” is permanent)
Your meter has a leak detector, if this little red arrow is moving when no
water is being used, you probably have a leak. A leak is usually caused
by running toilets or dripping faucets and can become quite costly when
left unrepaired.
*To test for leaks – turn off all the water (including your icemaker) and if it’s
still moving, water is running. If you suspect a leaking toilet, turn the water
off to the toilet until it can be repaired.

